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Actors

The idea for this eXperiment /
theatre performance question came
about when I was in an audition
for a role on a tv show. I looked
around the room and there were
similar actors, who looked liked
me. No big deal really, however we
were all going for a very specific
part. We were all of different
varying ages and experiences. The
audition script had some text to
serve ‘the hero’ so to speak.

surgical precision and yet we can
‘lose’ a part to someone who has a
million likes on social media.

are trained with

Do we prize our artists?
Or was tonight just a gladiatorial
bloodsport?
Shakespeare Dance Party intersects
two things that are very close to my
heart; but, do they oppose each
other?
Shakespeare and my culture.

All of us in the room could feel
what was really going on. Who was
going to be the best? It was a
competition to get the part. 1 job
15 actors.

Drama school trains you to learn
the Art of acting and performance,
Stanislavsky’s Givens ,
Shakespeare, Mamet and
Contemporary filmmakers. However,
once you leave, the pressure to be
the best over shadows the actual
priority of art making. This may
be due to economics, for companies
needing to fund themselves to pay
staff and wages, understandable,
but are we sophisticated as a
society to pay for failure?

Shakespeare the epitome of white
drama where no females were allowed,
where if you were black you were
villainous, if you were homosexual
that was comedic and if you were
Asian you were exotisiced.
my culture black and ATYPICAL.
What is true Acting?
Is it ART or is it Competition?
Is the actor disposable? Can anyone
ACT?

Artists
JASPER GARNER GORE
NATALIE RICHARDS
LAP NGUYEN
CHENG TANG
KATHERINE SHEARER
DAVID GREENHALGH
RIZCEL GAGAWANAN
MELISSA HUME
LOU POLLARD
LUKE YAGER
LORNA MUNRO
CLAIRE GIUFFRE
TIM HANSEN
LAUREN CLAIR
GEMMA SCOBLE
ALISON BENNETT
TIM KEMP

DJ JIMMY NEW
EMCEE JAS
ORIGINAL CONCEPT + DIRECTION
CURLY FERNANDEZ
SUPPORTED BY HUSTLE + FLOW BAR
YELLOW UMBRELLA + ASINIPATTI FILMS

TELL US WAHT YOU THINK
#fyaif
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PRAYERS OF ADORATION

The Actors tonight have NOT
heard the beats | rhythms, they
are listening and jamming their
speeches aFRESH.
did you throw a

cream

pie?

• Why?
• Was the Artist performance
artful enough?
• Did they fail?
• What is art failure?
• What is quality performance?
• What is your expectations of
art?
• Is the actor disposable?

Tonights

performance

takes the paradox of art and
a ‘winning’ role on a web
series. The leftovers ask how
complicit are you? In this
faux competition, where
perception of quality comes
into play, we ask, is the
actor a competitive blast or
an artful beast? Can a
limited economic placement of
position affect the future of

art

?
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cash
Preliminary findings from a study
by the University of Sydney show
56 per cent of actors earn less
than $20,000 per year from their
craft, while 36 per cent earn less
than $10,000.
Zoe Angus, director of Actors
Equity, the entertainment industry
union that commissioned the
research, said just five per cent
of performers banked the average
national wage of $75,000.
Actors as a group are extremely low
paid. Most have to earn
supplementary income from other
sources but even then, one quarter
still live below the poverty line.

- shannon Molloy, Australian
journalist 2015
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